Oestrogen has multiple effects on brain function

There is an increasing amount of research on the neurobiological effects of oestrogen. Also, health professionals are being asked for guidance on whether women should be prescribed oestrogen and progesterone hormone replacement therapy (HRT) not only to treat vasomotor instability and reduce bone loss, but also in various neuropsychiatric disorders. However, it is controversial whether oestrogen is indicated in the treatment of disorders such as depression, Alzheimer’s disease, and schizophrenia. A recent large scale study examining the effects of HRT, funded by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) in the USA, was prematurely terminated owing to increased rates of breast cancer, heart disease, and stroke. Shortly afterwards, the WISDOM trial funded by the MRC in the United Kingdom was also terminated. This has reinforced the need to have solid indications for the use of oestrogen-only replacement therapy.

OESTROGEN AS A NEUROPROTECTANT

Oestrogens affect the development and aging of brain regions that are crucial to higher cognitive functions (like memory) and are implicated in neuropsychiatric disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease. For example, oestrogens increase synaptic and dendritic spine density in the hippocampus. In rats, oophrectomy results in a decrease in spine density in the hippocampus. In contrast, Smith et al found no significant reduction in hippocampal spine density in rats oestrogen-reverses memory deficits, and ovariectomy decreases cholinergic uptake and choline acetyltransferase activity in the hippocampus and frontal cortex. There are also indications that oestrogen affects central cholinergic function in healthy female humans. For example oestradiol modulates the growth hormone response to pyridostigmine throughout the menstrual cycle, and there is a significant correlation between oestradiol levels and cholinergic responsivity. Smith et al recently reported that cholinergic responsiveness is greater in women who had received oestrogen replacement therapy than in those who had not. Moreover, among long term users of oestrogen replacement therapy there was a positive correlation between enhanced cholinergic neurotransmission and longer duration of oestrogen exposure. In contrast, Smith et al found no significant between-group difference in density of the vesicular acetylcholine transporter located in presynaptic terminals (as measured using SPECT and the radiotracer [11C]IBVM). However, they did report a significant relation between length of HRT treatment and synaptic concentration in the frontal, temporal, and parietal cortices. That study was an important first step and suggests that although an overall effect of HRT was not found, it may influence the survival or plasticity of cholinergic cells. Taken together, these findings suggest that in older postmenopausal women oestrogen may be involved in the normal maintenance and physiological regulation of the cholinergic projections, and that oestrogen replacement can enhance the functional status of these cholinergic projections.

Various studies have addressed the relation between oestrogen and the serotonergic (5-hydroxytryptamine, 5-HT) system. The amygdala receives 5-HT projections from the raphé nuclei (at least in the rat) and oestrogen receptor α mRNA is abundantly expressed in the amygdala (oestrogen receptors occur in two isoforms, α and β, both subtypes are expressed in the brain, but with varying patterns of distribution—for a comprehensive review, see Hall et al 13). In rats, the density of 5-HT₃α receptors increases during pro-oestrus in the frontal and cingulate cortex. Similarly, in ovariectomised rats there is an increase in central 5-HT receptors but a decrease in 5-HT receptors following oestrogen treatment. Thus oestrogen can modulate 5-HT receptor density and this may be of relevance to the action of antidepressants and atypical antipsychotics. Oestrogen also increases tryptophan hydroxylase mRNA levels in rhesus macaques and decreases monoamine oxidase activity in rat brain. Therefore oestrogen may both enhance the synthesis of 5-HT and decrease its catabolism. In humans, short term oestrogen replacement therapy increases 5-HT₃α receptor density, as measured by positron emission tomography (PET). Also, we showed that oestrogen replacement therapy modulates the age related reduction in serotonergic responsibility in healthy women. There is increasing evidence that oestrogen interacts with the 5-HT system at multiple levels and this may provide a theoretical role for oestrogen in the regulation of mood.

In addition to direct effects on neurons, oestrogens also act with neurotrophins to stimulate nerve cell growth indirectly. Oestrogen and neurotrophin receptors are co-expressed on rodent neurons in forebrain, hippocampus, and cerebral cortex, and this co-localisation may be important for neuronal survival. In addition, oestrogen can also protect against neurotoxins that boost free radical production; it can reduce the neuronal generation of β amyloid, and it can act as an antioxidant.

In summary, there is increasing evidence that oestrogen modulates the aging of brain systems that are both crucial to higher cognitive function and implicated in mood and neuropsychiatric disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease.

OESTROGEN AND COGNITIVE FUNCTION

The most robust effect of oestrogen on cognitive function is most probably on verbal memory. Prospective randomised studies of HRT versus placebo following total abdominal hysterectomy and bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy report a significant positive effect of estrogens on verbal memory. Performance in some cognitive tasks also varies as a function of the menstrual cycle in healthy premenopausal women. During the luteal phase (characterised by high levels of oestrogen and progesterone), verbal articulation is improved whereas spatial ability is decreased, a pattern that is
reversed during the follicular phase (when there is relatively low oestrogen and progesterone). A similar pattern of cognitive performance is also observed if subjects are tested during the preovulatory oestradiol surge (to control for the potential effects of progesterone on cognitive performance), suggesting that oestrogen rather than progesterone is responsible for the observed cognitive effects.

Functional imaging techniques have also been employed to assess the effects of oestrogen on networks subserving various aspects of cognitive function (see Resnick for a review). A recent randomised, placebo controlled crossover study using functional magnetic resonance imaging found oestrogen induced alterations in brain activation patterns during encoding and retrieval of both verbal and non-verbal stimuli. More recently, Maki and Resnick used PET and ⁴⁰⁴O to examine longitudinal changes in regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) over a two year interval in women on and off HRT (both with and without adjuvant progesterone therapy). Significant differences in rCBF were found in the right hippocampus, the parahippocampal gyrus, and the left middle temporal gyrus—regions crucial to memory. We recently reported that oestrogen reduces age related differences in neuronal membrane breakdown (as measured by 'H magnetic resonance spectroscopy) in the hippocampus and parietal lobe, and this was related to memory function.

Thus there is increasing evidence from in vivo brain imaging studies that oestrogen modulates cognitive function, cerebral blood flow, and membrane breakdown. However, further prospective randomised studies are required.

OESTROGEN AND ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE

Epidemiological studies have reported that the prevalence of Alzheimer’s disease is significantly decreased in women on HRT, and that those women with Alzheimer’s disease who were taking HRT had milder disease than those who were not. A recent longitudinal study reported that prolonged use of HRT decreased the risk and delayed the onset of Alzheimer’s disease (relative risk = 0.40; 95% confidence interval, 0.22 to 0.85); moreover, the use of oestrogen for longer than one year reduced the risk of developing Alzheimer’s disease by 5%. However, results from such studies are often difficult to interpret. For example, women who use oestrogen are often better educated, generally healthier, and less depressed than non-users—a factor known as “the healthy user bias”. Thus we cannot exclude the possibility that oestrogen use reflects an as yet unidentified bias that accounts for the effects observed.

Results from early clinical trials of HRT in people with Alzheimer’s disease suggested that it may also benefit women with established disease. For example, women with Alzheimer’s disease who were using oestrogen had better scores on the Alzheimer’s disease assessment scale (ADAS-Cog, a standard instrument used in clinical trials on Alzheimer’s disease) than their counterparts who did not take oestrogen. However, results from recent large randomised double blind, placebo controlled trials are less optimistic. These studies reported no beneficial effects of HRT on cognition, mood, or functional outcomes in Alzheimer’s disease. In contrast, a smaller study by Asthana et al reported a significant treatment benefit after a four week treatment period with oestradiol patches in subjects with Alzheimer’s disease. However, the effects were temporary and diminished once treatment ceased. The differences in results may be explained by differences in oestradiol concentrations compared with CEE (when there is relatively low oestrogen). Mulnard et al employed oral conjugated equine oestrogen (CEE) in 120 hysterec-tomised women with mild to moderate Alzheimer’s disease for a period of one year. A significant improvement on the mini-mental state examination was also reported by Mulnard after two months’ treatment with CEE. However, the benefit did not persist with prolonged treatment. Overall, oestrogen replacement therapy for one year did not slow disease progression or improve cognitive function.

Thus current evidence does not support a role for oestrogen in the treatment of established Alzheimer’s disease. However, oestrogen may be a neuroprotectant in healthy brain and delay the onset of Alzheimer’s disease. Perhaps in the established disease the potential therapeutic window has been missed and the remaining neurones are refractory to the beneficial effects of oestrogen, although oestrogen may still be useful as an augmentation strategy in those taking acetylcholinesterase inhibitors.

OESTROGEN AND SCHIZOPHRENIA

There are sex differences in premorbid functioning, age of onset, symptomatology, and outcome of schizophrenia. For example, men have a single peak of disease onset in their early twenties, whereas women have a later age of onset and a second peak in incidence between the ages of 45 and 55 years. In addition, women are more likely to have a family history of schizophrenia, display atypical or affective features, and have a seasonal pattern of hospital admission. Because oestrogen has putative antidopaminergic/antipsychotic actions, it has been suggested that in women oestrogens may be responsible for the delayed onset of the first schizophrenia peak, and that the second peak may reflect the decline in oestrogen levels at the menopause. There is evidence that oestrogen protects the nigrostriatal dopaminergic system against the neurotoxic effects of MPTP in rats. An antipsychotic action of oestrogens is supported by clinical studies reporting that women have increased admission rates for psychosis around the menses and that psychotic symptomatology varies with phase of the menstrual cycle. Also, women with schizophrenia may have reduced oestriol concentrations compared with controls. However, there is currently little evidence to support the therapeutic use of oestrogen in schizophrenia. For example, when women with schizophrenia are treated with adjunctive oestrogen there is a slight increase in speed of recovery, but no improvement over the drug treatment alone. However, when women with schizophrenia are treated with adjunctive oestrogen there is a slight increase in speed of recovery, but no improvement over the drug treatment alone.

In the light of the above findings, it has been suggested that oestrogen may have a role as an antidepressant. However, methodological difficulties affect the few studies in this area. These include small numbers of subjects, the lack of control groups, and the use of placebo preparations. In postpartum depression, oestrogen therapy may be useful both as a prophylaxis in vulnerable individuals and as a treatment.
oestrogen has been reported to be useful in non-postpartum treatment of resistant depression in women, but this small study has yet to be replicated. There is also some evidence that women taking oestrogen replacement therapy may respond better to fluoxetine. In the perimenopausal period, oestrogen replacement therapy is effective in reducing mild depressive symptoms and it has been reported to be an effective treatment for depression. However, it is difficult to determine from these studies whether the oestrogen is treating menopausal symptoms such as sleep deprivation and anxiety or the depression per se.

Currently, there is little evidence to suggest that oestrogen is a useful treatment for depression during the menopause or at other times. Indeed it is our opinion that oestrogen replacement or HRT should not be used as a first line treatment for depression in any group of depressed women, although in non-depressed individuals it can foster a sense of “psychological wellbeing” in the perimenopausal period. Oestrogen may, however, have a role as a time limited treatment for antidepressants in treatment resistant depression, or in the alleviation of mild mood symptoms (which are nonetheless distressing) in peri-menopausal women.

CONCLUSIONS
Basic research indicates that oestrogen has multiple effects on brain function, modulating aspects of neurotransmitter function, glucose metabolism, synaptogenesis, and brain aging. In line with this, epidemiological studies implicate oestrogen in the aetiology of neuro-psychiatric disorders. However, these early findings do not always translate into the use of oestrogen as a treatment. Current evidence suggests that oestrogen alone has no role in the treatment of established Alzheimer’s disease, but may delay its onset. The evidence base for the use of oestrogen as an adjunct to neuroleptics in schizophrenia or in the treatment of postnatal and perimenopausal depression is currently too weak to merit a change in clinical practice. Larger prospective studies are required to establish whether oestrogen has a role in the prophylaxis and treatment of these disorders.
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Acute stroke

Clinical radiologic correlations in acute stroke: is the signal intensity at the end of the tunnel getting brighter quicker?

D M Brown, S R Levine

Is time to clot lysis the key factor predicting outcome after focal cerebral ischaemia?

Current practice relies on time dependent criteria for decisions regarding acute stroke therapy. This is based on the results of the NINDS rt-PA Stroke Trial, and other clinical studies that indicate that time to clot lysis is the key factor predicting outcome after focal cerebral ischaemia. We know that every patient at the same time from symptom onset of ischaemic stroke does not benefit equally from acute therapies. Factors other than time, such as collateral circulation, stroke aetiology, permanent or intermittent occlusive process, coagulation state, age, underlying disease state (eg diabetes mellitus, hypertension, haematocrit), sex, and other genetic factors, are likely to influence response to thrombolysis and other acute therapies. Current investigations are seeking alternate protocols, biological markers, and criteria for acute therapy, some of which are based on imaging of the purported ischaemic core and penumbra. The study by Adler et al (pp 886–888, this issue) looks to enhance our ability to go beyond strictly time based criteria for acute stroke therapies. These investigators examined the utility of standard clinical assessments (NIH Stroke Scale and the Oxfordshire Community Stroke Project) in conjunction with MRI studies. Using the clinical assessment scale, they demonstrated a consistent ability to predict which patients were more likely to have a large diffusion weighted imaging perfusion weighted imaging (DWI-PWI) mismatch and persisting cerebral arterial occlusion. The results of this study fit well with the study by Barber et al, who demonstrated that absent MCA flow on MRA predicted a DWI-PWI mismatch, and, therefore, possibly the ischaemic penumbra.

Use of advanced clinical imaging technology, such as MRI DWI-PWI and MRA, has been a significant step forward in the assessment of brain injury in acute stroke, and we need to remain on firm ground to ensure continued progress. As suggested by other authors, this study assumes that “areas of high signal intensity on DWI were taken to be indicative of irreversible cerebral infarction”, and therefore not salvageable. Is this a safe/accurate assumption? There appears to be three potential fates for areas of tissue with high signal intensity on DWI: (a) irreversible injury, (b) reversible injury, and (c) late injury. In a small series of patients, Kidwell and colleagues reported reversal of DWI signal abnormalities after intra-arterial thrombolyis, which correlated to improved clinical outcome in several cases. Animal studies in models of ischaemia and reperfusion have shown the delayed recurrence of DWI lesions after initial normalisation, which correlated to histologic indicators of neuronal damage. DWI is a composite of the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) and T2 weighting. Pseudo-normalisation of DWI may be an artifact of the varying impact of these two components. ADC values in rats after middle cerebral artery occlusion and reperfusion have also been shown to normalise and secondarily become abnormal with underlying histologic evidence of ischaemic damage, but with no worse functional outcome (similar to the fate of the human subjects in the initial Kidwell study). Subsequently Kidwell’s group showed MRI confirmation of these basic studies with the DWI abnormalities either remaining, normalising, or secondarily becoming abnormal. Further studies delineating the significance of MRI and molecular changes following ischaemia, and what clinical impact these changes have, will lead to a greater understanding of their significance and potentially new criteria to determine best stroke therapy.

As these new MR techniques are being applied to acute stroke, the very definition of TIA is again under fire. In this study, the authors rely on a clinical definition of stroke when it was at odds with the DWI evidence for cerebral injury. Others have suggested a new definition of TIA that would take into account all information available, including advanced imaging methods, and exclude episodes that had evidence for ischaemic injury and refer to them as a stroke. By showing a method that may reliably predict a diffusion/perfusion mismatch in a subset of patients, the authors have helped us on our progress.
Alzheimer’s disease

Head injury and Alzheimer’s disease

J T L Wilson

Update on the link between head injury and Alzheimer’s disease

In this issue (see pp 857–862) Fleminger and colleagues provide a timely update on the status of the link between head injury and Alzheimer’s disease. Forty three–control studies are identified in their review, and 15 met strict methodological criteria for inclusion in the overall meta-analysis. The balance of evidence, at least in males, is now firmly for the existence of an association.

The issue is important both theoretically and in clinical practice. Clinicians are increasingly called on to give advice on the link between head injury and Alzheimer’s disease. Should advice about the increased risk of developing Alzheimer’s disease be given routinely to head injured people? Advice might encourage the person to avoid the risk of further injury and aid them in seeking help early if symptoms of the disease became apparent. Clinical opinion is also sometimes sought on whether previous head injury is a major contributing cause in those who develop Alzheimer’s disease. In a

landmark case in November 2002, a coroner’s court in Burton-upon-Trent recorded a verdict of death by industrial disease in the case of Jeff Astle. This former England footballer had died at the age of 59 after having developed Alzheimer’s disease. In this case neuropathological evidence of brain injury that was apparently caused by heading the ball was of key importance in the decision concerning the cause of death.

The epidemiological studies reviewed by Fleminger et al suffer from inherent weaknesses. Crucially, all the studies described rely on the report of an informant to ascertain whether a head injury causing loss of consciousness had occurred in the lifetime of the individual. Recall bias and inaccuracy are thus major limitations. In these studies it is impossible to establish reliably the nature and severity of the original injury. Such uncertainty may account for some of the inconsistencies in published reports.

The difference between men and women, for example, may arise because men have typically had more severe injuries.

More generally the case–control approach is too imprecise to answer questions remaining concerning the link. For example, does severity of head injury affect the likelihood of developing the Alzheimer’s disease, and does this interact with genotype? Does repetitive head injury lead to earlier onset? It is to be hoped that this review by Fleminger et al will help stimulate the follow up of cohorts of patients with well documented head injuries. The emphasis should now be on understanding the link better rather than on documenting its existence.

J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 2003;74:840–841
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Chronic subdural haematoma

Surgery for chronic subdural haematoma: is there an evidence base?

L T Dunn

It is time for a well designed and adequately sized clinical trial of the treatment of chronic subdural haematoma

In their paper on pp 937–943 (this issue), 1 Weigel et al have assessed in a systematic way the published studies on outcome following different surgical treatments for chronic subdural haematoma. They suggest that burr hole evacuation has the best cure/complication ratio and that postoperative closed system drainage reduces the risk of recurrence. One of their striking findings is the small number of good quality studies published on this topic. There are no randomised controlled trials to provide class I evidence, and only six studies that provide class II evidence. This limits the strength of the recommendations that can be made and precludes application of the statistical techniques of meta-analysis. Given that chronic subdural haematoma is a common condition in routine neurosurgical practice, this paucity of good quality clinical studies seems surprising. There are real and recognised, but not insurmountable, difficulties in conducting randomised controlled trials in surgery. 2,3 They are expensive, difficult to set up, and difficult to conduct. Surgeons often have strongly held opinions about the “best” treatment in a given situation and it can be difficult to convince them of the need for or value of clinical trials of established treatments. On the other hand the mortality and morbidity reported in the various studies cited in

Depression

The outcome of depressive disorders in the setting of neurological illness

H Rickards

Depression is a common and disabling feature in neurological outpatients

The depressions are a heterogeneous group of conditions. This is particularly true when depressive symptoms are experienced in the setting of coarse brain disease. Here the clinical presentation, differential diagnosis, and aetiology offer unique challenges to the clinician. The development of broader, more patient centred outcome measures such as quality of life and “health gain” has also elevated the status of depression, particularly because depressive symptoms are now seen to be the primary contributors to morbidity in some neurological illnesses. Two recent studies showed how depressive symptoms accounted for much more of the variance in morbidity in Parkinson’s disease (40%) than did movement disorder (17%). 4,5 Critics of these studies could rightly point out that before the advent of L-dopa, motor disorder was definitely the biggest contributor to morbidity in Parkinson’s disease, and that quality of life as a measure is more directly related to mood state in its broadest sense. Nevertheless, a more neuropsychiatric model of brain disease has developed, where cognitive and affective symptoms are seen in the same light as motor or somatic symptoms.

There are several factors that affect outcome in depression in the setting of neurological illness. First there is a question of whether the depression is being recognised. Most studies of patients within neurological clinics suggest that is not. The next question is whether or not treatments for depression are effective in the setting of neurological illness. The answer to this question depends on which neurological condition is in consideration. The plethora of small case series in different neurological disorders suggests that antidepressants and cognitive-behaviour therapy are effective (as both are clearly proven to be in “idiopathic” depression) but there is a dearth of randomised controlled trials in this area. The most notable is the lack of treatment trials for depression in the setting of Parkinson’s disease. Finally, neurological illnesses greatly differ in their course, outcome, and tendency to produce disability, all of which could directly affect the course and prognosis of any co-morbid affective disorder. To use the example of multiple sclerosis, Chwastiak et al looked at depressive symptoms in a community sample of people with multiple sclerosis and found two groups who were more at risk of
NEUROLOGICAL STAMP

Otto Loewi (1873–1961)

Otto Loewi, the son of a wine merchant, was born in Frankfurt-am-Main. As a young man he wished to study art history but, persuaded by his parents, he studied medicine at the Universities of Strasbourg and Munich. Loewi held professorships in physiology and pharmacology at Vienna and Graz Universities (1909–1938). Before graduation he conducted pharmacological research into the effects of drugs on the isolated heart of the frog. Later, dispirited by clinical work in a tuberculosis ward he returned to research with the eminent pharmacologist HH Meyer in Marburg. None of his early work was directly concerned with chemical neurotransmission, for which he later received the Nobel Prize. Between 1921 and 1926 Otto Loewi and his coworkers showed that stimulation of the parasympathetic nerves in a perfused frogs heart resulted in the appearance of a substance that inhibited the action of a second heart receiving the perfused fluid from the first heart. Similar stimulation of the sympathetic nerves of the first heart promoted its beating. Again transfer of the perfused solution induced the same changes in the second heart. His later work on establishing the identities of the vagus transmitter (vagusstoff) and the sympathetic transmitter (acceleranstoff) provided convincing evidence of chemical mediation of nerve impulses. In 1926 Loewi and his collaborator E Navratil suggested that vagusstoff was acetylcholine. In 1929 Henry Dale and Harold Dudley isolated acetylcholine from animal tissue. Otto Loewi and Henry Dale shared the Nobel Prize for physiology or medicine in 1936. Work on identifying acceleranstoff proceeded more slowly. Loewi left Austria after the Nazi invasion in 1938, but his wife was detained in Austria until his family assets, including his Nobel Prize money, had been transferred to Nazi banks. He eventually settled in the US. In 1940 he accepted a research professorship at the New York University school of medicine and in 1946 became an American citizen. In 1973, the centenary of his birth, Austria honoured him on a stamp (Stanley Gibbons no 1659, Scott no 942).
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